
Polar Sea then crossed the Bransfield Strait to King George
Island, where inspections were made 31 January of the
Polish station, Arctowski, on Admiralty Bay and the Soviet
station, Bellingshausen, on the Fildes Peninsula. From King
George Island Polar Sea returned to the northern tip of the
Antarctic Peninsula, and the inspection team carried out its
final inspection at the Argentine station, Esperanza, on 1
February. From there, Polar Sea crossed the Drake Passage
to Ushuaia, Argentina, and the team disembarked 4 Febru-
ary for return to the United States.

The 1980 inspection, like the five previous inspections
carried out by the United States, reflected the amicable and

cooperative spirit characteristic of the operation of the Ant-
arctic Treaty since its inception. The individual station in-
spections were organized as official, yet friendly, visits. The
team found no evidence of violations of either the letter or
spirit of the Treaty. At each of the six stations inspected,
they were received with warmth and hospitality. At each
station, the team witnessed specific activities demonstrating
the practical realization of the goals and objectives of the
Treaty. The 1980 inspection once again corroborated the
unique and pragmatic international communication and
cooperation taking place under the aegis of the Antarctic
Treaty.
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The • purpose of this project was to begin a historical
investigation of the genesis of the United States Antarctic
Research Program in the period after 1945. The specific
goals of the project were: (1) to provide an accurate record
of the research effort by the United States Government and
the scientific community over a period of three decades; (2)
to examine how this substantial research effort was orga-
nized, funded, and sustained; and (3) to analyze the cooper-
ative international framework that emerged in Antarctica
during this period.

In 1979 I began research, concentrating on the period
1945 to 1961 and visiting Antarctica during the 1979-80
season. I conducted primary research in the extensive polar,
scientific, and naval collections of the National Archives in
Washington, D.C., and began additional, supplementary
work in the records of the U.S. State Department and the
National Security Council. The collections of the Dwight D.
Eisenhower Presidential Library in Abilene, Kansas, also
yielded useful material. The documentary foundation for
the study is substantial, but fragmented. In some areas
research is hampered by the restrictions of government
classification. Nevertheless, I have found materials that doc-
ument the origins of the modern policies of the United
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States toward Antarctica. The involvement of Congress, the
importance of certain concerns deriving from acute east-
west tensions, the wisdom of President Eisenhower, and a
rather miraculous confluence of scientific interests with na-
tional interests had already created the nucleus of our pres-
ent policies by July 1954. Materials on the International
Geophysical Year are rather extensive and the picture of
this important formative period is also taking shape. Prob-
lems of classification inhibit, for the time being, compre-
hensive basic research on the immediate background to the
Antarctic Treaty, although! have obtained valuable materi-
als on this aspect of the project.

The beginnning of this study.was supported by an award
of the first Antarctic Fellowship of the National Endow-
ment of the Humanities. This fellowship is a joint venture
of the Endowment and the National Science Foundation
and was established to give humanists a formal opportu-
nity to investigate topics relevant to Antarctica. The fellow-
ship provided a research trip to Antarctica so a historian
could observe the scientific investigations being supported
by the U.S. Antarctic Research Program. My trip in Novem-
ber and December 1979 allowed me to accomplish several
things. First, I was able to experience the environment of
Antarctica both at the major stations and at more remote
camps. This is essential for a historian's understanding of
operations in the area. Second, I was able to view and dis-
cuss with others the organizational structure that currently
governs our antarctic activities. And, third, I had the oppor-
tunity to observe firsthand the scientific research conducted
by participants in this year's program. Specifically, in addi-
tion to McMurdo Station, I visited the South Pole, Siple
Station, the dry valleys, and the Ellsworth Mountains.

This combination of documentary research and onsite
experience is especially appropriate for a historical topic.
Moreover, the Antarctic Fellowship, which provides an
opportunity to bridge the gap between science and the
humanities, aids in establishing sound and sympathetic
communications between the disciplines. The perspectives
gained from this opportunity should make the study on the
United States and the Antarctic since World War II more
useful.
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